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Introduction

The Nancy Albert Goldberg Papers consist of two series. Series one includes task-force working papers of the National Advisory Commission which was the basis of the Guidelines for Legal Defense Systems in the United States (the Final Report of the National Study Commission on Defense Services 1976). Series two includes public defender evaluation reports of several States or cities of the late 70s early 80s.

Disposition

Boxes 1 through 4 (series 1) are quarantined in garbage bags due to possible mold and kept in storage. Series 2 (boxes 5 and 6) are located in the archives.

Box List

**Series 1:** The National Advisory Commission (working) Papers of Nancy Albert Goldberg, and final report of the commission. (circa 1976)

**Box 1:**

Working Papers for Task Force on Internal Defender Office Structure Volume I
Table of Contents / Position Papers / Section 1: Overview / Section 2: Standards / Section 3: Summary of Statutes / Section 4: Relevant Statutes

Working Papers for Task Force on Internal Defender Office Structure Volume II
Section 5: Relevant case law / Section 6: Studies and Recommendations

Working Papers for Task Force on Internal Defender Office Structure Volume III
Section 7: Description / Section 8: Books and Articles

Working Papers for Task Force on The Defense Attorney's Role in Diversion and Plea Bargaining Volume I
Table of Contents / Overview / Section 1: Defender Position Papers / Section 2: Standards / Section 3: Relevant Statutes

Working Papers for Task Force on The Defense Attorney's Role in Diversion and Plea Bargaining Volume II
Section 4: Pending Legislation / Section 5: Case Law / Section 6: Description of Existing Systems

Working Papers for Task Force on The Defense Attorney's Role in Diversion and Plea Bargaining Volume III
Section 7: Studies and Recommendations / Section 8: Books and Articles

Working Papers for Task Force on The Defense Attorney's Role in Diversion and Plea Bargaining Volume IV
Table of Contents / Outline / Section 1: Position Paper / Section 2: Standards / Section 3: Recent Case Law / Section 4: The Defense Attorney's Interactions with the Client-Defendant

Working Papers for Task Force on The Defense Attorney's Role in Diversion and Plea Bargaining Volume V
Section 5: The Defense Attorney's Interaction with the Prosecutor / Section 6: The Defense Attorney's Interaction with the Judge / Section 7: Effect of Defender System Structure on Plea Bargaining

Working Papers for Task Force on Services, Eligibility and Recoupment Volume I (2 copies)
Table of Contents / Position Papers / Section 1: Overview / Section 2: Standards / Section 3: Staff Summary of Statutes / Section 4: State by State Eligibility and Recoupment Statutes Compiled

Box 2:

Working Papers for Task Force on Services, Eligibility and Recoupment Volume II
Section 5: Relevant Case Law / Section 6: Eligibility Affidavit Forms / Section 7 A: Eligibility Practices in Various Jurisdictions / Section 7 B: Scope of Services Practices

Working Papers for Task Force on Services, Eligibility and Recoupment Volume III
Section 8: Excerpts from Articles / Section 9: Position Papers

Table of Contents / Position Papers / Section 1: Overview / Section 2: Standards / Section 3: Staff Summary of Statutes / Section 4: Statutes on Defender System Structure

Section 5: Relevant Case Law / Section 6: Legislative Proposals / Section 7: Studies and Recommendations

Section 8: Descriptions of Existing Systems / Section 9: Contracts from Existing Defender Systems / Section 10: Books and Articles
Working Papers for Task Force on Workland, Manpower and Budget Projections Volume III
Section 5: Relevant Case Law

Working Papers for Task Force on Workland, Manpower and Budget Projections Volume IV
Section 6: Budget Material

Working Papers for Task Force on Workland, Manpower and Budget Projections Volume V
Section 7: Descriptions, Personnel and Non-personnel Needs / Section 8: Descriptions, Manpower and Workload

Ethical Aspects of Restrictions on (non-profit) Legal Assistance Offices, NLADA
Testimony of the ABA Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility
San Diego, California 10/25/1973

**Box 3:**

Guidelines for Legal Defense Systems in the United States, Report of the National Study Commission on Defense Services (1976), NLADA (2 copies)

**Box 4:**

Legal Counseling for the Indigent, Marquette University Law School, Institute on Poverty and the Law

Systems for Legal Services, A Step-by-step Guide to Planning and Development for Legal Services Programs, edited by Gregg Krech

**Series 2:** Other Papers of Nancy Albert Goldberg

**Box 5:**

NLADA San Diego Analysis

NLADA Analysis of programmatic and policy concerns relating to the delivery of indigent defense services in the state of Rhode Island

Correspondence with Hartman

NLADA New Orleans management assistance study

NLADA State of Georgia defender evaluation

NLADA State of Georgia defender evaluation II
NLADA short term evaluation of the Arkansas Appellate public defender

NLADA press release, guidelines for legal for legal defense systems in the US

NLADA assessment of defense services ADA county Idaho

NLADA evaluation of department of assigned council Pierce county, WA

NLADA evaluation State public defender State of California

NLADA case weighing and management information systems, Grant 1979

NLADA New Hampshire legal defender program

NLADA systems development study of independent defense delivery systems for the State of South Dakota a final report 1977

NLADA working papers natural study commission on defense services

NLADA National defender institute

NLADA defender evaluation research instrument docket study instrument

NLADA defender evaluation research instrument four county Iowa Docket Study

NLADA defender evaluation research instrument Spokane evaluation

NLADA national defender institute defender evaluation research instruments rural defense consortium

NLADA national defender institute defender evaluation research instrument defender case file study instrument

NLADA national defender institute defender evaluation research instruments fiscal personal interview instrument

NLADA national defender institute defender evaluation research instruments judicial interview instrument

NLADA national defender institute defender evaluation research instruments private counsel study/private lawyer

NLADA national defender institute defender evaluation research instruments program director personal interview instrument
NLADA national defender institute defender evaluation research instruments board member interview instrument

NLADA indigent persons in Jackson county

Goldberg, Nancy A. Article for LEAA newsletter everything you always wanted to know about defender systems in a nutshell

NLADA letter Goldberg to Peter Rodino 2/28/77

NLADA evaluation of the office of the Wisconsin State public defender 6/1/75

NLADA Tennessee report spring 1977

**Box 6:**

NLADA short term evaluation of the Iowa Appellate defender March 1981

National center for defense management systems development study of a regional defender program for the first, 2nd, and 6th judicial district of North Carolina, May 1976

National legal defender institute

Note Jack Farley to Goldberg, May 27/1982

Modern law review legal services in Canada Sept 1977

NLADA introduction to an evaluation program

National defender institute memorandum Nov 5, 1980